Sharing Secrets vs. Sharing Apples

• "He who receives an idea from
me, receives instruction himself
without lessening mine, as he
who lights his taper at mine,
receives light without darkening
mine” - Thomas Jefferson

Science vs. Traditions

Information, Not Criticism

Facts, not Opinions

Sorry for the Firehose

Principles First, Before Methods
Without ambition one starts
nothing. Without work one finishes
nothing. The prize will not be sent
to you. You have to win it. The man
who knows how will always have a
job. The man who also knows why
will always be his boss. As to
methods there may be a million and
then some, but principles are few.
The man who grasps principles can
successfully select his own methods.
The man who tries methods,
ignoring principles, is sure to have
trouble.

Sin ambición uno comienza nada. Sin
trabajo uno termina nada. El premio
no se enviará a usted. Tienes que
ganar. El hombre que sabe cómo
siempre tendrá un trabajo. El hombre
que también sabe por qué siempre
será su jefe. Métodos puede haber un
millón y, a continuación, algunos,
pero los principios son pocos. El
hombre que agarra principios puede
seleccionar correctamente sus propios
métodos. El hombre que trata de
métodos, haciendo caso omiso de
principios, va a tener problemas.

Principios primero,
antes que los métodos

USA Participant, Scholarship
and Medal Facts

• How Many Girls Play HS Volleyball?
• What are the Top Three HS Sports?
• How Many Scholarships are Available?
• How Many Nations are there in the FIVB?

Reading and LearningVB
The THREE most important Skills in
our Sport are READING, LEARNING,
and CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
MASTERY OVER OUTCOME
MOTOR LEARNING SCIENCE
SPECIFICITY IN TRAINING
75 PERCENT QUIT SPORT BY 15
BECAUSE OF WHAT?
WHY OVER HOW….

Silo Busting

International Synchronized Swimming Conference

USA Shooting National Summit
National Pole Vaulting Summit
USA Table Tennis and US Tennis Association Dark Days
AUS Rowing, USA Team Handball, USA Water Polo

The Science of Genius
We need to help our players develop their Volleyball IQ….Genius has been
viewed two different ways: as achieved eminence and as exceptional intelligence.
The former metric offers the more useful definition.
Genetics and life experiences both contribute to genius. Creative contributions
can occur only after a domain has been mastered, but genetics can help a person
improve faster and accomplish more with a given amount of expertise.
Genius can share certain potentially negative traits with the mentally ill, but
when these traits are combined with specific positive attributes, the result is
creativity rather than psychopathology.
A scientific genius has different expertise than an artistic genius, but all creative
geniuses may depend on the same general process: blind variation and selective

retention.

Expert Performance
The neuronal explanation for these effects are perhaps best exemplified by our own
observations (Bain and McGown), of inexperienced coaches training novice players
where the instructor(s) become frustrated by the performance variability and lack of
successful repetitions of new earners. As a consequence, these inexperienced coaches
limit or abandon whole teaching methods for part, and random practice for blocked.
Unfortunately, this course of action deprives the learner of the environmental variability
and sensory inputs that are essential for the formation of motor maps and implicit
behaviors, which are ultimately reflected in the acquisition of functional skills and
expert performance [13, 18, 19, 29, 65]. In total, the evidence on this topic is clear;
drawing distinctions between training methods based on age or ability is a coaching
practice that has no foundation in either motor learning science or in the application
of motor learning principles.

Imagery
Hall et al. (2009) in their research on imagery and sport confidence,
state that mental skills are more effectively utilized in competition than
in practice, indicating that imagery is the mental skill used most often
to visualize the outcome of a sporting performance; such as baseball.
Gregg, Hall, McGowan and Hall (2011) state that imagery entails
utilizing one or more senses to mentally produce, or re-enact a sporting
skill or situation. Furthermore, Gammage, Hall and Rodgers (2000)
conclude that cognitive and motivational imagery are commonly
employed as an intervention strategy in sports. Williams and Cumming
(2011) contend imagery processes have associated visualization
characteristics including vividness. Monsma and Feltz (2006) suggest
that vividness is a positive outcome-based aspect of imagery, coupled
with controllability, defined as the effort to manipulate images to
correspond with goals and objectives for peak performance.

READING

READING
How many of you have played 1 vs 6? How many of
you are making a living at it?
READING is the most important technical skill in
volleyball. If you can read a hitter, are you a better
defender and blocker? If you can read a server isn’t
your serve receive better? If you can read a defense
and blockers, aren’t you a better setter? So how do
we teach players to read?
Player Empowered and Naps…The myth of learning to
Play Tired vs $5 million USOC Recovery Center…

What Do You Tell Nat?

In my estimation 99 % of Top level players errors are NOT Technical Errors

Creativity and VB IQ
Which foot should a double amputee lead with? Can they still serve receive?
Team GB Success, like Team Canada Vancouver success, looks like 1972 host
nation Team support programming
How much did Brazil spend in leading up to 2012? Finish? How much for 2016?
How many NCAA Division 1 National Championships has Anson Dorrance won
out of the last 32 years – with about 300 colleges in this division?
Copying Kills
The GAME Teaches the game – how did you learn to “read” in tag games? How
did you learn to “read” while learning to bike ride or drive a car?
STOP Teaching Free Balls….now….
That which lies behind us, and what lies before us, is NOTHING compared to what
lies within each of us….

Eye Hand Coordination?
information (what we see and feel in our environment) is tightly coupled to how we
respond (move). based on what I know of the literature, the brain processing
associated with coupling vision and movement is for all intents and purposes 100%
specific. When players don't have time to serve receive, we have them watch/study
video of serve receive as some transfer has been correlated with this activity. – Dr.
Steve Bain
To be a better serve receiver, receive serves. If time and space allows, practice in this
activity will provide the most efficient and effective opportunities to improve. I would
add that receiving from a human server will always be better than a machine and
receiving a variety of balls – speed, spin, location, direction, environment, ball color,
whatever…will always be better than receiving the "same" ball over and over. Task
specificity, spatiotemporal cue relevance, and variability of delivery are key. - Peter
Vint, USOC

Perceptual Expertise in Sport:
Some Myths and Realities Dr. Mark Williams

GOALS Setting
Gauged – measurable and dated.
On paper -- written and shared with those helping you.
Attainable – realistic, yet challenging.
Looked at – evaluated, and reset when necessary.
Specific – detailed and narrow in focus, so that you can
reach many, not just one.

Mental Toughness
What exactly are mental skills, what is
mental skills training, and what is
meant by mental toughness? Mental
skills typically include the cognitive
processes of:
Goal-setting,
Visualization,
Imagery,
Positive self-talk
Motivation
I would also include Leadership and
Character Development, even in a
Competitive Cauldron, Recovery, and
Control Focus

Leadership Development

Evaluation and Performance
You can't do them at the same time
the 3-second rule. You are allowed to kick or
praise yourself for 3 seconds (during
performance) and then move on to the next
serve.
Evaluation is never about 'kicking' oneself but
about asking, 'What can I learn from this so I will
be better next time'.

Relentless Control Focus

What Can a Player Control?

The Culture in WNT Gym
Every drill and warm-up features
the culture of this gym; there is
no pouting, no outward signs of
frustration. On point hands and
hugs, on an opponents point,
just hands. There isn't a lot of
talk from coaches, very specific
feedback but not a lot, only
where they deem it necessary.
Bodies hit the floor nearly every
play. The talk on the court is loud
and encouraging. Quiet won't
get you to the UK and the girls
know it.

How to Develop Your Gym Culture
“It’s just really a function of the vision you have for
the program, the goals that you set as the leader or
the decision maker. It’s your ability to be consistent
and perform in an action relative to those goals.
That’s how you sell it.”
1. Create the vision.
2. Invest in it and be
passionate about it
3. Live it.

For The Kids Forum
Buck
ESPN 30 for 30
ESPN 60 – The 16th Man/Invictus
Randy Pausch – The Last Lecture & Time Management
Jamie Escalante – Pattern Interruption
Hoosier
Victor Frankel – A Man’s Search for Meaning
ANY Book about John Wooden
Richard Schmidt – Motor Learning & Performance – Principles to Practice
Dan Coyle – The Little Book of Talent, The Talent Code, and his blog
Carol Dweck – Mindsets
Anson Dorrance – The Man Watching, Vision of a Champion,
Training Soccer Champions

Variance &
Regression 2 the Mean

Decisions Decisions
The Tea Leaves of Sports Talk
Michael Phelps Putt
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9YzQ8biVqM

Keepvid.com Secret
The Drunkards Walk
Fooled By Randomness
Kahneman’s New Book….

Contact John at
John.kessel@usav.org

